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1 Introduction

Most important thing – slow me with questions! I talk fast, I am happy to
answer. Just interrupt me when you want to.

Many programs need to do more than one thing. While some programs need
to do one thing (think of ”grep”), as soon as interactivity enters the arena, doing
more than one thing is necessary. The other popular thing that makes programs
do more than one thing is any non-trivial network functionality. Responding
to user-events (”mouse click”), responding to network events (”packet arrived”)
and doing your own thing (so-called ”business logic”) all need to be done, more
or less, at the same time. The classical solution is to get the operating system to
abstract it – use threads or processes. Threads share memory, processes do not.
If you are using threads, you will share memory, and you need to protect the
memory using locks. These locks will quickly force you to make sure you solve
dining-philosophers-equivalent problems correctly. If you are using processes,
there is a lot of overhead for communicating everything between the processes.
There are other variants, of both, but that’s enough for other solutions.

In event-based programming, we make sure that responding to any single
event is quick enough, and we are always in a responsive state. The typical
event loop will be:

for event in getEvents():
find handler for event
handler(event)

Each handler is expected to finish quickly. A real event loop will mostly
include the code for registering the handlers for the events. The classical way to
go about it is the so-called ”select-loop”. Using select(2) or one of the similar
calls, figure out which network connections are ready for events. Combined
with timeout-code and sometimes occasional GUI-framework sampling, this is
the generic select-based event framework. Asyncore is a good example for one of
those. Twisted tries to supplies an abstraction which is a bit higher-level. It will
deal with the platform via the reactor abstraction. This separation allows easily
making the protocols and transports orthogonal. These are all fairly easy – just
read the API docs :) But keeping all the events straight can get hairy, and for
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those there are Deferreds. When working in a big Twisted project, most other
things will get abstracted pretty quickly – but Deferreds always stay, being an
API.

Deferreds are about promises – sometimes kept, and sometimes broken. A
deferred represents a value that does not exist, but can be passed around like a
regular object. As long as you re not actually using the value, you never care
it is a deferred. This allows middle layers to be agnostic to Twisted by default.
Callbacks, on the other hand, which are also a type of promise (”don’t call us,
we’ll call you”), need to be maintained by middle layers – passed through the
arguments, not the return values.

While it is possible to check if the value exists, that would cause your code
to be polling-based. What you really want to do about a value that does not
exist is specify what you would do if it did exist. In software terms, you write
the code that handles the value (we call code that handles values a ”function”
which receives the ”value” in its ”arguments”). Then you attach it as a callback.

## Simplest function that returns a deferred
def functionReturningDeferred():

return defer.succeed("Some value")

d = functionReturningDeferred()
def printValue(value):

print "Yay, I got %r" % value
d.addCallback(printValue)

The future is uncertain – while the value might exist, and the promise might
be kept, your code also has to be prepared for the promise being broken. Note
that the promise being broken means the value will not exist and there has been
some problem in getting it. This is different from the value not coming in yet.
As long as it is uncertain, it is uncertain. But once it has gone bad, it needs
to be handled. Connections might be broken, processes can SEGV, users can
click cancel (or to be forcefully logged-out). The traditional solution in callback-
based solutions is a ”sentinel value” – sending in a value in a specific set when
there is a problem. Different types, different values and so on are all solutions
for this – but these solutions are all bad. They reconstruct the classic C bug of
accidentally not checking for the sentinel (”forgetting to check the return value
from printf”) and forging ahead with a bad value, causing more problems.

Python, like other high-level languages, has a solution for that. The solution
is called ”exceptions”. The equivlent solution in Deferreds is called ”errbacks”.
Errbacks are an exception handling mechanism. In order to handle an exception,
an error handler should be written:

def functionReturningDeferred():
return random.choice([

lambda:defer.succeed("Some value"),
lambda:defer.fail(ValueError("Bummer"))])()
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d = functionReturningDeferred()
def printValue(value):

print "Yay, I got %r" % value
def handleProblems(err):

ve = err.trap(ValueError)
print "There was a problem", ve

d.addCallbacks(callback=printValue, errback=handleProblems)

Deferreds are inspired by things in other languages – E futures and to a lesser
degree Scheme promises. In fact, they are based on E futures so directly that
this will be a bore to anyone who has any experiene using E. Any E method can
return a non-existing value, code that handles non-existing values automatically
transforms into callbacks. This is great for a language that does deferreds at
the syntax level, but Deferreds are as close as possible at the library level.
Deferreds have to be explicitly returned, and callbacks have to be explicitly
managed. Python, however, is flexible enough that this is not hard.

2 The rules

The most important thing to understand is the so-called red-green diagram.
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This is the zen of Deferreds. Meditating long enough on this diagram makes
everything clear. However, for those who do not want to wait for years to achieve
enlightments, some of the implications will be mentioned explicitly.

A green arrow means a handler that returns success. A red arrow means
a handler that returns failure. Iterating – both ”callback” and ”errback” han-
dlers can fail (specifically raise an exception, though this is not the only failure
condition). The rules are:

• Arrows always go strictly downwards.

• It doesn’t matter who you are, only what you do.

One thing to note about a discrepancy between the API and the diagram: it
looks like it addCallback only adds a callback, but the diagram shows handlers
always coming in pairs. So what happened? Well, when adding only a callback,
a ”pass-thru” errback is automatically added, and vice-versa. Pass-thrus keep
red as red, and green as green.

An errback will get a ”Failure” object – corresponding to the last failure that
happened (pass-thrus do not change the failure). A callback will get some value
– the last one returned from a handler (pass-thrus do not modify the value).
Values (or Failures) fall down the chain. In fact, this is the alternative to raising
an exception – the other to fail is to return a Failure object. This can be useful
for preserving tracebacks, in some situations.

d = defer.succeed(None)
def cb(ignored):

print "I’m in a callback, about to return 1"
if random.random()>0.5:

raise ValueError("failed")
return 1

d.addCallback(cb)
def cb2(value):

print "I’m in a callback, got", value,\
"and going to return one more"

if random.random()>0.5:
raise ValueError("failed")

return value+1
d.addCallback(cb2)
def eb(failure):

ex = failure.trap(ValueError)
print "Something failed", ex

def cblast(value):
print "Final value calculated", value

d.addCallbacks(callback=cblast, errback=eb)

If anything fails, we will bypass intervening callbacks, and get directly to
the errback. If everything succeeds (a 1-to-3 chance), we will get to the last
callback, and print the value.
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d = defer.succeed(None)
def cb(ignored):

if random.random()>0.5:
raise ValueError("failed")

return 1
d.addCallback(cb)
def increment(value):

return value+1
def recover(f):

f.trap(ValueError)
return 0

d.addCallbacks(callback=increment, errback=recover)
def printer(value):

print "Saw value", value
d.addCallback(printer)

This is the equivalent of:

try:
# cb
if random.random()>0.5:

raise ValueError
value = 1
# increment
value = value+1

except ValueError:
# recover
value = 0

# printer
print "Saw value", value

Short API review:

• addCallback – add a callback, corresponding errback is pass-thru. Any
args/kwargs will be added as args/kwargs to the callback, after the passing
value.

• addErrback – add a errback, corresponding callback is pass-thru. Any
args/kwargs will be added as args/kwargs to the errback, after the passing
failure.

• addBoth – add the same function to the callback and errback diagrams.
Arguments same as addCb/addEb

• addCallbacks – the mega-function everything uses. Gets: ”callback”,
”callbackArgs”, ”callbackKeywords”, ”errback”, ”errbackArgs”, ”errback-
Keywords”.
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All the add* methods wrap addCallbacks, and add pass-thrus for what they
do not add. They all add another green/red level. Note that because things only
go down, they are garbage collected (more accurately, lose the reference from
the deferred) immediately when the right level is passed. This might matter to
you if the arguments (or the callable) are memory-intensive.

d = random.choice([lambda:defer.succeed(-1),
lambda:defer.succeed(5),
lambda:defer.fail(ValueError("nothing exists"))])()

d.addCallbacks(callback=math.sqrt, errback=lambda _: -1)
def printer(value):

print "got", value
d.addCallback(printer)
d.addErrback(log.err)

-1 represents a bug in the code – the value should not be negative. This
bug should be reported through – and will. But if there was a failure before,
we print out -1. The equivlent non-deferred code is:

def getStuff():
t = random.choice([-1, 5, None])
if t is None:

raise ValueError("nothing exists")
return t

try:
x = getStuff()

except ValueError:
x = -1

else:
x = math.sqrt(x)

print x

Wait, what? Where is the log.err? We will come back to this later.
Further meditation on the diagram: the lines might ”take a while”. If a

handler (callback or errback) returns a deferred, the next stage will not be called
until the deferred is ready – and will be directed to green or red according to
the deferred’s state. An example can be remote arithmetic:

## Remote arithmetic library:
## Simulate aritometic that is happening a long, long time ago,
## on a server oar, far away
def remoteMultiply(a, b):

d = defer.Deferred()
if random.random()>0.01:

reactor.callLater(5, d.callback, a*b)
else:

reactor.callLater(5, d.errback,
ValueError("could not multiply"))
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return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
d = remoteMultiply(5,5)
def printer(x): print x
d.addCallback(printer)
d.addErrback(log.err)
reactor.run()

Hey, don’t laugh! It’s a good example for a remote function call. Sure, you
can usually multiply locally, but similar functions (say, look something up in a
database) are not possible – and this is easier to explain with. In the real world,
the details of the communication protocol are one person’s problem. If things
are already available, for example with xmlrpc or AMP, then it is nobody’s
problem. But the abstraction would still look like remoteMultiply: a function
that returns the right value, but might fail and might take a while to get it
(think of lost TCP packets and waiting for the retransmit).

It’s also good to contrast with CORBA or PYRO:

def remoteMultiply(a, b):
time.sleep(5)
if random.random()<=0.01:

raise ValueError("could not multiply")
return a*b

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
print remoteMultiply(5,5)

In both cases, we still have a dearth of problems that could happen: the
time might vary widely, and potentially it could also hang forever. It is easy to
simulate those conditions too, in both cases. When we are writing code to work
with remoteMultiply, we need to actually deal with all of these problems.

## calculate 5*6+7
def calculate(a,b,c):

d = remoteMultiply(a,b)
def add(value):

return value+c
d.addCallback(add)
return d

d = calculate(5,6,7)
d.addErrback(lambda _: "Multiplication fail!")
def printer(value):

print value
d.addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()
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3 Deferreds: Some generic advice

Deferreds have the problem that they are just complicated enough to create
myths. One popular myth is that they are magical non-blocking pixie dust.
They are not, and the easiest way to understand them is to realize the basic
axiom of deferreds:

Deferreds: You could implement them yourselves!
Deferreds contain very little code. There is the callback/errback chain (oth-

erwise known in Python as the list object), it calls the functions serially and
has some tiny code for the case where the function returns a deferred. Imagine
the code in your head, and then read through the Twisted implementation. It
is about 300 lines of fairly straight-forward code, a large of which are empty
lines, comments and docstrings. That also includes some deprecated code for
backwards-compatibility, that if you implemented yourself you would not need
to do. Once you understand Deferreds have no magic, you should find it easy
to understand what they do.

Catching errors is, as always, a matter of experience. Assuming you already
have some feeling for when to do try/except in your non-Twisted code, it will
take a while to learn how that applies to Deferreds. When your normal Python
code raises an exception that you will not want to deal with, you let this be. It
will halt your program with a nice traceback. If you have generic Twisted code
which raises an exception, the Twisted event loop will catch your error and print
it out, and resume the event loop. Deferreds never know when they are done
– it is always possible to add more errbacks to the deferreds. One point where
it is not possible, of course, is if nothing has a reference to the deferred. If a
deferred is garbage-collected when it has an unhandled error, it writes the error
to the Twisted log (stderr, unless something directed it elsewhere). However,
it is bad style to do that. When you are ”done” with a deferred (you know
that your code will not use it anymore) add an errback twisted.python.log.
err. This will report the error to the log in a similar way, but does not depend
on the deferred being garbage collection.

The concept of being ”done” with the deferred is subtle, but important.
At some point, there will be a callback which ”actually uses” the value of the
deferred, not intended to further modify it. In your application, this will be
the line differentiating application code from ”library code”. This is where you
should add log.err.

When writing callbacks/errbacks, these are often small functions, and the
temptation to give them a generic name is big. However, this is a bad temptation
– tracebacks coming from log.err will show up with those names, so the more
obvious these are, the faster you will find your bugs. If you get too many
traceback using ”lambda” or ”process” (or ” ”) function, consider using more
obvious names.

Harmonization is the process of making different things appear the same to
downstream code. There are several ways to harmonize deferred-related codes,
and all are important. The basic principle that applies here is that while it is a
bad idea to make possibly-failing long-time-taking functions appear immediate
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(e.g., ”socket.read”), if your code has to deal with these things by accepting
deferreds, you might as well use that path all the time – making non-failing
immediate code look like it is asynch is no problem. For example, if it is possible
that in some case, local multiplication is possible, but you cannot know it when
you write the code.

We have already encountered some of the basic harmonization primitives:
defer.succeed and defer.fail. One is used for a deferred that should return
with success, and the other is for a failed deferred. Here is an example of usage:

## Optimizing the 0 case in multiplication
def fastRemoteMultiply(a,b):

if a==0 or b==0:
return defer.succeed(0)

return remoteMultiply(a,b)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
fastRemoteMultiply(5,0).addCallback(printer)
fastRemoteMultiply(5,5).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

With the code above, we have not changed the API – it still always returns
a deferred. However, now a multiplication by zero will be fast, since it does not
go ”over the network” (nor waits 5 seconds). This is typical for the cases where
defer.succeed/fail are useful – when some cases in a function can be calculated
fast, whereas others need something non-trivial.

Another harmonizing primitive is maybeDeferred. This is useful when run-
ning a method which might return a deferred or might not – perhaps because
of polymorphism.

multiplicationFunction = random.choice([remoteMultiply,
lambda x,y: x*y])

def multiplyThree(multiplicationFunction, a, b, c):
mF = multiplicationFunction
d = defer.maybeDeferred(mF, a, b)
d.addCallback(mF, c)
return d

d = multiplyThree(multiplicationFunction, 2,3,4)
d.addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

Note how when adding a callback, we did not need to use maybeDeferred.
This is because of the diagram (remember? the one with the green, red and
has all the answers...). A non-deferred value passes to whatever callback was
added, while a deferred will only call the next callback when it is ready. It is
also useful to see how failures behave in this case:

def localMultiply(x,y):
if random.random()>0.01:
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return x*y
raise ValueError("random failure")

multiplicationFunction = random.choice([remoteMultiply,
localMultiply])

def multiplyThree(multiplicationFunction, a, b, c):
mF = multiplicationFunction
d = defer.maybeDeferred(mF, a, b)
d.addCallback(mF, c)
return d

d = multiplyThree(multiplicationFunction, 2,3,4)
d.addCallback(printer)
d.addErrback(log.err)
reactor.run()

Notice how the error-handling was also harmonized. The maybeDeferred
function catches exceptions, and makes them into deferred failures.>Notice how
the error-handling was also harmonized. The maybeDeferred function catches
exceptions, and makes them into deferred failures.

One common pattern is to return a deferred that is based on a given deferred,
but modify it in certain ways:

def inverseMultiply(a,b):
d = remoteMultiply(a,b)
d.addCallback(lambda x: 1./x)
return d

inverseMultiply(5,5).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

We might want then to trap some error in different ways:

def inverseMultiply(a,b):
d = remoteMultiply(a,b)
def eb(err):

exc = err.trap(ValueError)
if exc.args[0] == "Value too large":

return 0
return err

d.addCallbacks(callback=lambda x: 1./x, errback=eb)
return d

inverseMultiply(5,5).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

This allows us to approximate 1/infinity by 0, so if we are looking for the
inverse value of a large value, we can return 0 and know that we are pretty
good. It is often the case that some specific error conditions can be converted
into values in ways that will make sense for the values downstream. Fence-post
calculation, stripping strings and so on are all examples where we need to modify
the value from a deferred.
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4 Chaining deferreds

Sometimes, we need to do extra work after we return the deferred. An example
might be needing to authenticate before we do a remote multiplication:

## Remote multiplication library with authentication
KEY = ’friend’

def fireLater(secs, value):
d = defer.Deferred()
reactor.callLater(secs, d.callback, value)
return d

def authenticate():
return fireLater(5, KEY)

def secureRemoteMultiply(token, a, b):
if token != KEY:

return defer.fail(ValueError("wrong token"))
return fireLater(5, a*b)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
d = authenticate()
d.addCallback(secureRemoteMultiply, 5,5).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

A naive usage of that to multiply numbers might be to just use the deferred
functions one after the other, like this:

def myMultiply(a, b):
d = authenticate()
def cb(key):

return secureRemoteMultiply(key, a, b)
d.addCallback(cb)
return d

d=myMultiply(5,6)
d.addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

The problem with this usage is that every multiplication would take 10
seconds, instead of caching the key. We can write a smarter client library, like
this:

class MultClient(object):
def __init__(self):

self.key = None
self.waitingForKey = []
self.gettingKeyInProgress = False
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def multiply(self, a, b):
d = defer.Deferred()
def mult():

myD = secureRemoteMultiply(self.key, a, b)
## Pass in values to d
myD.addCallbacks(callback=d.callback,

errback=d.errback)
self.waitingForKey.append(mult)
if not self.gettingKeyInProgress:

ad = authenticate()
def gotKey(key):

self.key = key
(waitingForKey,
self.waitingForKey) = self.waitingForKey, []
for func in waitingForKey:

func()
ad.addCallback(gotKey)

return d
if __name__ == ’__main__’:

mc = MultClient()
mc.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
mc.multiply(5,7).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

Look closely at the line following the comment: we take the values from
the myD deferred, and pass them into the original deferred. We have to have
an original deferred because the deferred returning from remoteMultiply is not
available until we find the secret key. In fact, this is so common that it has its
own method. More succintly, this can be written as:

class MultClient(object):
def __init__(self):

self.key = None
self.waitingForKey = []
self.gettingKeyInProgress = False

def multiply(self, a, b):
d = defer.Deferred()
def mult():

myD = secureRemoteMultiply(self.key, a, b)
myD.chainDeferred(d)

self.waitingForKey.append(mult)
if not self.gettingKeyInProgress:

ad = authenticate()
def gotKey(key):

self.key = key
(waitingForKey,
self.waitingForKey) = self.waitingForKey, []
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for func in waitingForKey:
func()

ad.addCallback(gotKey)
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
mc = MultClient()
mc.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
mc.multiply(5,7).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

As an aside, the above code is inspired by actual code in a real product, that
does something very similar: it begins with negotiating a session ID, and after
one is calculated, it will call the pending methods that need to gather data. In
real-life code, there would be significantly more error handling, but the basic
idea of the chaining deferred would remain the same: it serves to retroactively
replace a deferred we already gave with a new deferred, that we did not have
before.

Note that d.callback/d.errback both return None. This is a feature, not
a bug: a deferred that is chained should be treated no longer as an independent
entity. No callbacks should be attached after chaining, though attaching call-
backs before chaining is perfectly valid – and might be even unavoidable, being
added in a library deep into the call-stack.

5 Deferred Lists

It is often the case where we want to wait for multiple deferreds, and cannot do
anything with a partial result. In those cases, the DeferredList class is useful.
DeferredLists hold a list of deferreds, and returns when they have all fired:

def multiplyFourNumbers(a,b,c,d):
d1 = remoteMultiply(a,b)
d2 = remoteMultiply(c,d)
l = [d1, d2]
d = defer.DeferredList(l, fireOnOneErrback=True)
def processResults(((ignored1, res1), (ignored2, res2))):

return remoteMultiply(res1, res2)
d.addCallback(processResults)
return d

d = multiplyFourNumbers(2,3,4,5)
d.addCallback(printer)
d.addErrback(log.err)
reactor.run()

The deferred list’s return value is somewhat complex, but when fireOnOneEr-
rback is true, we can ignore all the first members in the tuples, and know that
the other members are the results. Note that this code will only take 10 seconds
to finish, as compared to:
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def multiplyFourNumbers(a,b,c,d):
md = remoteMultiply(a,b)
md.addCallback(remoteMultiply, c)
md.addCallback(remoteMultiply, d)
return md

md = multiplyFourNumbers(2,3,4,5)
md.addCallback(printer)
md.addErrback(log.err)
reactor.run()

That code would take 15 seconds to finish. By parallelizing the remote calls,
we improve our latency. We can also avoid failing in the case of an errback in
some cases:

def multiplyFourNumbers(a,b,c,d):
d1 = remoteMultiply(a,b)
d2 = remoteMultiply(c,d)
l = [d1, d2]
d = defer.DeferredList(l)
def processResults(((succ1, res1), (succ2, res2))):

if (succ1 and res1==0) or (succ2 and res2==0):
return 0

if not succ1:
return res1

if not succ2:
return res2

return remoteMultiply(res1, res2)
d.addCallback(processResults)
return d

d = multiplyFourNumbers(2,3,4,5)
d.addCallback(printer)
d.addErrback(log.err)
reactor.run()

Here we ignore failures in remote multiplication if one of the multipliers is 0.
This allows us to do partial error recovery. If none of them is 0, we return the
first one that fails – and if both succeed, we activate the common case which
asks for multiplication of both. The equivalent of ”fireOnOneCallback” is much
less often used (I have never used it). One example would be when trying several
ways to get an answer, and any of those would do.

6 Manufacturing deferreds

The example we will use in this section will be of a remote multiplication cacher.
We want to avoid asking for the same multiplication twice.

class RemoteMultiplierCacher(object):
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def __init__(self):
self.cache = dict()

def multiply(self, a, b):
if (a,b) in self.cache:

return defer.succeed(self.cache[a,b])
d = remoteMultiply(a,b)
def addCache(res):

self.cache[a,b] = res
return res

d.addCallback(addCache)
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
cacher = RemoteMultiplierCacher()
cacher.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.callLater(10,

lambda: cacher.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer))
reactor.run()

This is the simplest version of the cache. In this example, while we will not
run another multiplication if we already know the result, we might still ask for
a multiplication twice if one is asked while another one is being run. This has
obvious problems.

class RemoteMultiplierCacher(object):
def __init__(self):

self.cache = dict()
self.running = dict()

def multiply(self, a, b):
if (a,b) in self.cache:

return defer.succeed(self.cache[a,b])
if (a,b) in self.running:

d = defer.Deferred()
self.running[a,b].append(d)
return d

d = defer.Deferred()
self.running[a,b] = [d]
rm = remoteMultiply(a,b)
def addCache(res):

self.cache[a,b] = res
for d in self.running[a,b]:

d.callback(res)
del self.running[a,b]

rm.addCallback(addCache)
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
cacher = RemoteMultiplierCacher()
cacher.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
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cacher.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.callLater(10,

lambda: cacher.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer))
reactor.run()

Note that error handling code is still lacking. When an error occurs, the
correct thing to do is subtle – if we want to avoid caching it, we will need to
add an errback which fires the given deferred with a failure, but re-asks until
the running queue is empty. The details of doing that will be covered in an
exercise. However, the pattern of keeping deferreds in a dictionary is typical.

7 Deferred semaphores

The above case is a little extreme. If we had a 1000 numbers to multiply, we
would have run 10 concurrent multiplications. Often, we want to be able to
limit our load on a remote server. It would be nice if we could do that without
impacting our code too much. The solution is a DeferredSemaphore. There
are several ways to use deferred semaphores but the least error-prone, when at
all possible, is via the run method. Here is an example for wrapping up remote
Multiply:

sem = defer.DeferredSemaphore(2)

def limitedRemoteMultiply(a, b):
return sem.run(remoteMultiply, a, b)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
limitedRemoteMultiply(2,3).addCallback(printer)
limitedRemoteMultiply(3,4).addCallback(printer)
limitedRemoteMultiply(4,5).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

That is it. Now, if we use limitedRemoteMultiply, it will have the exact
same interface as that of remoteMultiply. The DeferredList example above,
for example, would still run just as fast, because it only parallelizes on two.
However, the following example would still take 15 seconds:

def multiplySix(a,b,c,d,e,f):
d1 = multiplyFourNumbers(a,b,c,d)
d2 = limitedRemoteMultiply(e,f)
md = defer.DeferredList([d1,d2], fireOnOneErrback=True)
def processResult(((ignored1, res1), (ignored2, res2))):

return limitedRemoteMultiply(res1, res2)
md.addCallback(processResult)
return md

multiplySix(2,3,4,5,6,7).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()
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8 Defer to thread

We started out talking about the advantages of event-driven programming.
However, some things are either more natural as a thread, or have to be threaded
because of a third-party API. The most popular offender in this case are database
APIs, which hide the sockets behind a blocking interface. A C API function
that takes a long time naturally (e.g., multiplying two large matrices) might
also be well relegated to a separate thread.

def slowMultiply(a, b):
time.sleep(5)
return a*b

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
print slowMultiply(5,6)

Now, slowMultiply is typical of the functions that are sent off into threads.
It has little interaction with objects, and so needs no locks. It also releases the
GIL during the ”heavy processing”, since time.sleep is written to do so. We
want to run it in a thread, but do everything else in the reactor.

def threadMultiply(a, b):
d = defer.Deferred()
def func():

result = slowMultiply(a, b)
reactor.callFromThread(d.callback, result)

t = threading.Thread(target=func)
t.start()
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
threadMultiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

A Twisted aside: the only thread-safe method of a reactor is reactor.call
FromThread. It will run the given function inside the reactor thread. The above
is perfectly functional, but has the problem that it will spawn a new thread for
each multiplication, an unreasonable overhead. The common solution for this
is to use a thread pool. Twisted has its own internal thread pool:

def threadMultiply(a, b):
d = defer.Deferred()
def func():

result = slowMultiply(a, b)
reactor.callFromThread(d.callback, result)

reactor.callInThread(func)
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
threadMultiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()
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Note that we still do not need with the methods raising an exception by
failing the deferred correctly. One reason not to do it is that Twisted in fact
already has this functionality built-in – with fairly similar code.

def threadMultiply(a, b):
return threads.deferToThread(slowMultiply, a, b)

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
threadMultiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

The code for deferToThread is similar to what we had above. Now we can
use threadMultiply the same way as remoteMultiply. Note that we were
careful not to call Twisted API from threads. If a thread needs a Twisted API
call, it should use callFromThread:

def remoteShouldBeSlower(a):
return fireLater(5, a%2==0)

def slowMultiply(a, b):
time.sleep(5)
res = a*b
q = Queue.Queue()
def inReactor():

d = remoteShouldBeSlower(a)
d.addCallback(lambda x: q.put((True, x)))
d.addErrback(lambda x: q.put((False, x)))

reactor.callFromThread(inReactor)
success, value = q.get()
if not success:

return value
if value:

time.sleep(5)
return res

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
threads.deferToThread(slowMultiply, 5, 6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

Notice the error handling code. When getting an unhandled error, we want
to re-raise the error ourselves. This pattern is common enough that there is an
abstraction in Twisted for it:

## Note: blockingCallFromThread is not available
## in older Twisted versions
def remoteShouldBeSlower(a):

return fireLater(5, a%2==0)

def slowMultiply(a, b):
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time.sleep(5)
res = a*b
value = threads.blockingCallFromThread(reactor,

remoteShouldBeSlower, a)
if value:

time.sleep(5)
return res

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
threads.deferToThread(

slowMultiply, 5, 6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

Note how deferreds are handled transparently, with the blocking call not
returning to the calling thread until the deferres are done.

A case where using callInThread explicitly is when there might be non-
trivial cleanup work to be done in the thread, but we do not want to delay the
reactor. Here is an example, using a variant of slowMultiply:

9 Inline callbacks

When decorating a function with defer.inlineCallbacks, when it yields a
deferred it will get as a result the result of the deferred – or an exception if the
deferred fails.

@defer.inlineCallbacks
def multiplyList(l):

res = 1
for val in l:

res = yield remoteMultiply(res, val)
defer.returnValue(res)

multiplyList([2,3,4,5,6,7]).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

Note that this function will only run one multiplication at a time.

10 Exercises

• Write a function to multiply a list of numbers.

• Write a function to calculate a factorial.

• Wrap the factorial in a server, using XML-RPC (see twisted.web.xmlrpc).

• Write a client for the factorial server, using deferred.

• Make sure the factorial server caches results, but do not try to make sure
the currently-running results are i the cache.
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• Improve your code – make sure you never ask for the same factorial twice.

• Can you think about ways to improve your cache? Surely, if you asked for
a factorial as a submultiplication, you will want to save it.

• What if you are given two functions, remoteMultiply and remoteMultiply2,
each of which you are allowed to use only two in parallel?

• An XML-RPC protocol has two functions: createSession which returns
a session code, and factorial(code, n). Design an API to wrap this.

• Without changing the API, handle the case where createSession might
return with a failure ”cannot create sessions yet – try again later”.

• Without changing the API, handle the case where remoteMultiply might
fail with ”session invalid – please recreate session”.

11 Code review: reviewing a done example

BAD_SESSION = 5
RETRY = 6

class MultClient(object):
def __init__(self, client):

self.client = client
self.session = None
self.gettingSession = False
self.onSession = []

def hasSession(self, session):
self.session = session
self.onSession, onSession = [], self.onSession
for d in onSession:

d.callback(None)
def failedSession(self, err):

self.onSession, onSession = [], self.onSession
for d in onSession:

d.errback(err)
def doOnSession(self):

if self.session:
return defer.succeed(None)

d = defer.Deferred()
self.onSession.append(d)
if not self.gettingSession:

s = self.getSession()
s.addCallbacks(callback=self.hasSession,

errback=self.failedSession)
return d
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def getSession(self):
self.gettingSession = True
d = self.client.callRemote(’createSession’)
def reGet(err):

f = err.trap(xmlrpc.Failure)
if f.faultCode == RETRY:

return self.getSession()
d.addErrback(reGet)
def finishGetting(val):

self.gettingSession = False
return val

d.addBoth(finishGetting)
return d

def multiply(self, a, b):
d = self.doOnSession()
def actuallyMultiply(ignored):

return self.client.callRemote(’multiply’,
self.session, a, b)

d.addCallback(actuallyMultiply)
def eb(err):

f = err.trap(xmlrpc.Fault)
if f.faultCode == BAD_SESSION:

self.session = None
return self.multiply(a, b)

d.addErrback(eb)
return d

if __name__ == ’__main__’:
mc = MultClient(xmlrpc.Proxy("http://localhost:1111/RPC2"))
mc.multiply(5,6).addCallback(printer)
reactor.run()

12 Preparing your API for Deferreds

When thinking of code within a Twisted-based program, you have to make
educated guesses about which functions should return deferreds. Anything that
might take an unbounded amount of time, or long time, should be wrapped in
a deferred. However, even code that does short things should be deferred-based
if there is a chance it will polymorph into code that takes a long time. An
example is a pluggable authentication API. While the simplest APIs might look
at an in-memory dictionary, more complicated examples will use databases or
network queries. When in doubt, defer...
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13 Summary

Using deferreds to their full advantage requires thinking about their semantics,
and undestanding what to put in callbacks and errbacks. Ideally, a lot of code
can avoid knowing about deferreds by just passing the objects about. A lot of
Python idioms need some modification when translating into deferreds – but a
lot of their spirit remains after translating.
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